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Wiring repairs, replacements, and upgrades are among the most popular projects for home

DIYers—and, potentially, the most fraught with risk. With an unerring emphasis on safety,

wiring expert Steve Cory prepares homeowners for the most common situations they are likely

to encounter and gives them the confidence to tackle their own home wiring projects.After

introductory sections on understanding the residential electrical system and basic wiring

techniques, projects include:replacing switches and receptaclesinstalling lights and

fansretrofitting under-cabinet lightingrunning cable and installing electrical boxesand moreWith

quick tips throughout, this handy reference provides all you need to know to tackle any home

wiring repair project.

About the AuthorSteve Cory is a freelance writer and photographer who specializes in detailed

how-to projects. He has written extensively for Lowe's, STANLEY, Creative Homeowner, The

Home Depot, and others. Cory is also the author of Trim: A Homeowners Guide (Taunton

Press, 2015), Plumbing: A Homeowner's Guide (Taunton, 2016), and Building Kitchen

Cabinets and Bathroom Vanities (Taunton Press, 2015).--This text refers to the paperback

edition.
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Working with electricity is inherently dangerous. Using hand or power tools improperly or

ignoring safety practices can lead to permanent injury or even death. Don’t try to perform

operations you learn about here (or elsewhere) unless you’re certain they are safe for you. If

something about an operation doesn’t feel right, don’t do it. Look for another way. We want you

to enjoy working on your home, so please keep safety foremost in your mind.

IN MEMORY OF STEVE CORYIt was with great sadness that we learned of the death of

author Steve Cory late in the production process for this, his last book. Builder, remodeler,

author, photographer, editor, Steve was truly a Renaissance man and jack of all trades.Over

the course of his long, prolific career, Steve wrote more than 60 do-it-yourself books on topics

ranging from decks and carpentry to wiring, plumbing, and kitchen remodeling. I had the

privilege of working with Steve on 6 titles for The Taunton Press since 2012, and he was an

editor’s dream of an author: his knowledge of construction was exhaustive, his text impeccable

and invariably on or ahead of schedule, and he always had ideas for his next book simmering

in mind. And he was one funny guy.His long-time friend and fellow author Dave Toht graciously

agreed to step in to see this book through the last stages of production. Another consummate

professional, Dave remembers Steve in his own words: “He was not only a great how-to writer,

but also one of the mellowest and kindest people I had the pleasure of knowing. In the more

than 60 years I knew him, I literally cannot think of one mean-spirited thing he ever said or did.

Steve was the genuine item.”We all mourn his passing.Peter ChapmanExecutive Editor
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IntroductionYour home’s electrical system can seem scary—and a certain amount of fear is

healthy. After all, your home’s many wires, devices, and fixtures carry current that when “live”

can cause harm, and in rare cases even death if safety measures are not followed. However,

following a few simple practices will keep you completely safe as you replace, repair, or add

electrical service. And I’ll guide you, step by step, through the process for each of the projects

in this book so you always work with dead wires and devices.Most wiring projects can be

accomplished with a few easy-to-learn skills. Whether you are replacing a fixture or device, or

installing boxes and running cable for new service, with an hour or so of practice you can run

and connect wiring that is every bit as safe and durable as work done by a professional

electrician. (The most difficult task is to run new cable inside finished walls and

ceilings.)Projects You Can Do, and Projects Best Left to the ProsLet’s start with a few do’s and

don’ts. First, do not have any dealings with the wires that enter your house from the utility

company. Leave that to the pros.Most household wiring carries 120 (or 115 or 125) volts.

However, your house also probably has appliances or receptacles that use 240 (or 250) volts.

This level of voltage is, of course, far more dangerous than 120-volt service. You can work on

240-volt service, but take extra-special care to ensure that power is off when you do

so.Replacing a fixture or a device where one already exists is certainly a homeowner DIY

project. Installing a new service panel is best left to the pros. In between are a good number of

projects that you can certainly consider doing, as long as you learn techniques and take the

time to understand the steps needed.As a general rule, do not tackle an installation unless you

fully understand what you will be doing. If you feel unsure, reread the project instructions or the

descriptions of how household power works in Chapter 1. If you’re still wavering, refrain from

plowing ahead anyway; hire a professional electrician, at least for a consultation.Hiring a

proAfter reading the relevant portions of this book, you may choose to hire a professional

electrician, at least for the “rough-in”—installing boxes, connecting to the service panel,

installing new circuits, and running cable into the boxes. The electrician may allow you to install

devices and fixtures yourself so you can save some money. But many pros will insist on doing

all the work—and for good reason, since their work must be inspected and since they are held



responsible for the safety of the final installations. See p. 145 for advice on hiring a

professional.Whenever you run new service, be sure to get a permit from your building

department. They may allow you to do the work; if so, consult the section on inspections and

codes on pp. 152–154. Or they may require that you hire a pro for everything.Another

possibility: a professional may agree to let you do the work, while for a fee he or she will

inspect and sign off on it. This would likely take place after the rough-in and after the finished

installations—just before the inspector from your building department does an inspection.How

This Book Is OrganizedThis book begins with an explanation of basic electrical concepts and

an overview of your home’s electrical system. Understanding this basic background information

will be helpful for almost any wiring task, so I recommend that you spend some time reading

Chapters 1 and 2. The rest of the book can be consulted on a project-by-project basis; you

need read only what pertains to your specific needs.All the projects described in Chapters 3

through 5 can be accomplished with a surprisingly modest set of tools (described in Chapter 2)

and some basic testing, stripping, and connecting skills (also covered in Chapter 2). In these

chapters, you will learn how to upgrade various types of lights and fans, as well as switches

and receptacles. You’ll also learn how to tackle the most common household electrical repairs.

For many readers, these will be the only chapters they need consult. None of these projects

calls for running new cable or installing new circuits, so they are DIY-friendly.The second half of

the book is more DIY-challenging. It shows how to install new electrical service where there

was none before. This may mean extending an electrical circuit to add a new receptacle or

fixture or two, or it may involve installing a new circuit. I encourage you to read most or all of

Chapter 6, which will help you plan the job, and then decide whether or not you need to hire a

pro.Chapter 7 describes installing new boxes and running new electrical cable of various types,

as well as conduit with wires. Chapters 8 and 9 show how to install new devices, fixtures, and

appliances. Chapter 8 also shows how new circuits, as well as new service panels, are installed

—projects for which you may want to hire a professional electrician. And in Chapter 10 you will

find out about the latest installations for data, security, “smart home,” television, and other low-

voltage hookups.
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Christian Salas, “Great wiring reference guide. I appreciated the info presented in a clear,
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insightful way. There was information not available in the Black and Decker nor Creative

Homeowner "Ultimate Guide Wiring" books. ALthough I learned valuable info in all three, as a

beginning homeowner. I appreciated the clear photos and explanation of wiring tools with pros

and cons.For instance the photos of wiring an outlet were much better than the other two

books. Lighting was bright and terminals were clearly shown. I appreciated the author

imparting his wisdom and knowledge. It also seemed more up to date (discussing Wago/push

in connectors vs. Wire Nuts for instance).”

Jilly, “Well written instructions.. Good book to brush up on the basics or tackle a multitude of

new tasks.  Well written, useful and recommended.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 17 people have provided feedback.
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